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1. Introduction: Motivation 

The decays of hadrons carrying the quantum number charm have 
been studied for quite some time now, both on the experimental as 
well as the theoretical Bide. Large amounts of data have been ac
cumulated in the last few years and their analysis has reached the 
maturity level. It is then tempting to argue that after these exist
ing data have been analyzed one should move on to newer, greener 
pastures, i.e. topics of study, 

I believe such a conclusion would be quite erroneous - there is 
actually still a. strong motivation for further dedicated charm stud
ies. The answer to the question, "What is the physics interest in 
charm decays?", consists of two parts and goes quite clearly beyond 
the mountain climber's reply who when asked, "Why do you climb 
mountains?", might just state, "Because they are there!", 

A. The first part of the answer notes that according to the Stan
dard Model the electroweak forces in charm decays are of a rather 
uninspiring, if not even dull, kind: 

(t) The charged current couplings of charm quarks—V[es) and 
V{cd)—are known to be given by the Cabibbo angle 6t to a 
high accuracy (the main ingredient here is the "long" bottom 
life time of roaghly 1 psec), 

(li) Very tiny D° - D mixing, no observable CP violation and 

other flavor changing neutral currents are expected (as ex

plained in more detail later on). 

This apparent vice can however be swiftly turned into a virtue by 
noting that charm decays therefore offer a "clean" laboratory to 
study hadronization effects in quark transitions. The benefits we can 



derive from it are two-fold: (a) we will improve our understanding 
of strong interactions at the interface between the perturbative and 
non-perturbattve regime, (b) We can apply these lessons to other 
dynamical systems where the underlying forces are much less known. 
The most urgent need for these lessons arises in bottom decays where 
the charged current couplings V(u6) and V(cb) are not or are fairly 
poorly known; where B° — W mixing which apparently has been 
observed has to be interpreted properly; where Penguins could make 
a sma.ll, yet significant, impact and where—most importantly and 
most ambitiously—CP violation might be observed. 

B. There is no guarantee that the Standard Model represents the 
complete cast of forces and states. On the contrary there is wide
spread suspicion in the community that it is incomplete. One can 
also draw from historical precedent, namely, K decays: the observa
tion of the 8 - r puzzle, of K° - K mixing and of Ki, —• ** lead to 
the realization that "New Physics'1 was present; namely, parity vio
lation, the charm quark and CP violation. Something like this rrght 
happen again in charm decays: the observation of D° - D mixing, 
CP violation, etc, would—apart from their intrinsic fascination— 
represent almost zero-background signals for New Physics. 

These lecture notes will be organized as follows: in Section 2 
wc discuss the qualitative picture that can be obtained from a sim
ple approach based on quark diagrams; Section 3 contains a more 
quantitative description of exclusive charm decays based on & largely 
phi'iiomenological approach; its success will prompt us to consider 
more formal approaches in Section 4; namely, a l/N treatment and 
QCD sum rules. In Section 5 we analyze how further lessonB can be 
obtained from F, A,-,... decays and from once end twice Cabibbo 
suppressed decays and how they can profitably be applied in B de-
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cays. Section 6 is devoted mainly to heresies, i.e. New Physics In D 
decays producing flavor changing neutral currents, Efi — Tj t&bring 
and CP violation. Tbe whole discussion is summed up in Section 7 
and an outlook on future developments is presented, 

2. A Qualitative Picture from Quark Diagrams 

The effective Lagrangian for Cabibbo allowed charm decays is 
obtained by dressing the bare current-current coupling that includes 
the intermediate W boson with gtuon lines and then integrating out 
the W boson.The result reads'" 

£{&C = 1) a - *L"iptlVLrtn&L + 2~~ Ei^ c/- 5^'>** r fi 

2 1 2 

(I) 

For JD° decays there are two quark diagrams with different topolo
gies, as shown in Fig, la,b, while for Z3+ tii.Te is only one—Fig, la. 
The open circle in the decay vertex denotes both the couplings given 
in Eq. (l). The diagrams in Fig. la represent the spectator mecha
nism since the anti-quarks do not participate directly in the c quark 
decays. On dimensional grounds one obtains for the corresponding 
decay width'3| 

r S p .d(0 + )=r S p m ( i> o }«GS. m ?. (2) 

The diagram in Fig. lb represents the *W-«:jehange* or *weak an
nihilation" process (hereafter summarily referred to as WA). On 

c± = 
<xs{Mfr) 
<xs(ml) 
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general grounds one finds: 

rwx(X>°) oc G*F\fD\2mlmD , (3) 

fp—the decay constant of D mesons (the precise definition will be 
given later)—depends on |^(0)j, the D meson wavefunction at the 
origin. Its presence reflects the pointlike nature of weak forces at this 
scale; mB—the strange quark mass—represents the helkity suppres
sion for spin one currents, in complete analogy to r —» tui decays. 
Since 

/ r j~0 .2GeV, mt £ 0.5 GeV <£ m B - 1.5 GeV (4) 

one predicts Tspdct > TWA and expects therefore a universal charm 
lifetime which is very simply related to the muon lifetime: 

rD ^ r(charm) * T^Ki ^ r , (%£) ~ 7 x 1(T » sec (5) 

where the last relation holds for m t =2 1.5 GeV. 

Comparing (5) with the experimental findings * 

f ( D ° ] ^ 4 . 3 x 1 0 - I 3 s e c f(£» +) ^ 10 x I0" 1 3 aec (6) 

i.e. (TTJ) ~ 7 X I 0 " 1 3 sec one should be duly impressed—after alJ, 
Eq. (5) represents an extrapolation over more than six orders of 
magnitude. 

After having savored this moment of triumph it is however ap
propriate to note that the agreement between expectation and the 
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data, is certainly not perfect since experimentally 

7(55) 2 " 5 ( 7 ) 

holds—in contrast to the expectation of a universal lifetime. The 
situation is clearly not as dramatic as in K decays— 
where r(K + )/T(Kt) ~ 135 holds—hut there is a definite need for 
refining our theoretical picture. 

One word of caution is in order here: drawing cute diagrams is 
one thing, deriving reliable predictions is another. After ?A\ the D 
mass is such that charm hadrons are placed into an environment of 
clear resonances. Therefore final state interactions a priori cannot 
be neglected and one has to allow for a non-trivial hadronization 
process. 

Some examples can illustrate the meaning of this caveat: 

(l) Hclicily suppression: 
As already mentioned the amplitude for £>° —• ad vanishes like m, 
as mf ~* 0, Alternatively one can look at a WA. transition between 
hadrons, for example D° —• P\Pi where P\, Pj denote pseudoscalar 
mesons; its amplitude is proportional to m j , m ^ . Thus it vanishes 
as m, > m B r j -» 0 (for Golds tone bosons P\tPi)—as anticipated. 
For Z>° -* PV decays on the other hand where V denotes a vector 
meson the situation is quite different: t i e amplitude does not go to 
zero anymore for vanishing quark masses. (Technically this comes 
about due to the presence of a new variable, the spin vector for 
V; dynamically it is effected by a nearby 0*" resonance with the 
quantum numbers of JC° which will contribute to i3° -+ PV, but 
not to UP -> PP.) 
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Thus we see that considerable care has to be employed when one 
appeals to the concept of duality for equating, quark transition* with 
transitions between hadrons. 

12) D° - K~r+ va. j ? V : 
For c+ = 1 = c_ there is only one spectator diagram each for D° -* 
K-*+ and 23° -* 7?V, Fig. 2 , from where one reads off 

r [ t f » - g V ) , . i 1 ^ 1 ( 6 ) 

r(Z>° -» K-x+) ~ 2 N3 18 w 

where Af denotes the number of colors. 

For c_ > 1 > e+ there are two more contributions due to the 
induced charm changing neutral current and one finds 

r < I ^ * V ) M l / 2 e + - c . V J, 

The superficial lesson of Eq. (9) would be to expect a tiny branching 
ratio for I?0 —• K n0', the correct lesson is to realize that this pre
diction is highly unstable under a change in parameters. Therefore 
one cannot ignore the impact of final state interactions (Hereafter 
referred to as FSI): looking at the isospin decomposition of Kit 

K-V4 (!•,).-* GM), 
(10) 

illustrates this point when one keeps in mind that the phase shifts 
are not expected to be even approximately the same for the / = 3/2 
and I -\jl channels. 
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(3) Color Coherence in X>+ Decays-. 
Considering D* = (cd) -» («dW(u3)^ one notices that there are 
two 3 quarks in the final state . Thus one has to address the is
sue of coherence already on the quark level. It is sometimes argued 
that the ensuing interference has to be negative since the identical 
states —d—are Termions. This conclusion—that there is destruc
tive interference—is correct, the reasoning is however misleading. A 
cleaner argument is based on V spin: V spin groupi u and a quarks 
into a doublet, while d and c are singlets. D+ is thus a V spin sin
glet whereas D° and F+ form a doublet; secondly, Bose statist ICE 
requires and jr+ which are V spin partners to form a V = l 
state; thirdly, in £,ff(AC = 1) there is a AV = 0 term with coeffi
cient c_ and a AV = 1 term with coefficient c+. Combining these 
three observations one notes that T(D+ —* K ff+) depends on ê  
whereas r(D° -» Kit) contains also &. Therefore D+ -* 7f°7r+ is 
tupprcsstd relative to D° —» Hn by (c+/c-) J . 

The conclusions I want to draw at this point are: 

(a) the simplest picture—the pure spectator mechanism—already 
gives the correct order of magnitude for charm lifetimes. 

(o) Even so there is a definite need for refining the theoretical 
description since the measurements yield ' : 

- 1 J D ± J - 2.S > 1 (Ho) 
T(DO) 

flSr^~«»i W 
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T(D° - K+K~) , , , „ , , 
J _ i r _ _ j i » 3 - 4 > 1 . (He) 

(c) To achieve this necessary improvement one has to go beyond 
the purely probabilistic treatment of a parton model approach, 
coherence effects have to be included as well. 

First we will address the challenge posed by r(D + ) /T(D°) > 1. One 
reply to this challenge consists of including WA diagrams which—on 
the Cabibbo allowed level—contribute to i>°, but not to D¥ decays. 
This diagram is added incoherently since WA generates only a 4rf3 

final state in the first step while the spectator process leads directly 
to a 4192Q394 final state. (In passing it should be noted that WA can 
therefore proceed only if the quantum numbers of the final state are 
such that they can be carried by a qq pair; it is exactly those "non-
exotic" channels that are affected by FSI.) Therefore one obtains 
quite naturally: 

To reproduce the observed lifetime ratio (see Eq, (11&)) from this 
mechanism alone one has to require 

r w ^ ° > - 1 . (13) 

Thus one has to find a way around the arguments given above for 
r W A < r s p e e t . This could conceivably be done in three steps: 

(i) On the quark level the spectator process e —* sqiTj2 lead* to 
a three-body final state while WA eTZ —• sd yields & two-body 
6nal state; phase space thus favors WA. 
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(«) The helicity suppression can be circumvented in two ways. 
Close to the D meson there could be a resonance with the 
quantum numbers of the K which could overcome the helic
ity suppression1*1 . It should be rioted that Buch a resonance 
would produce only PV\ hut not PP final states where P[V] 
stands for pseudoscalar [vector} meson. Alternatively, as a 
more intriguing possibility "'*' , the D meson wave function 
might contain a non-vanishing component of egg where 3 de-
noitz one (or more gluons). In that case eg can form Quite 
naturally a spin-one configuration—hence no helicity suppres
sion for WA! 

(iii) The weak forces are still pointlike, WA therefore depends, as 
before, on the eg overlap wavefunction at zero distance. It 
should be noted however that this is not the same quantity 
which is measured in D+ ~* l+vt E U 1^ which is referred to 
as / p . Either there are strong resonance effects which make 
these arguments somewhat academic or—as argued above— 
WA proceeds predominantly in the presence of gluons. In that 
case one probes a part of the hadronic wavefunction, namely, 
e<|+ glue, that is not accessible in purely leptonic D decays. 
We will refer to the c? overlap in the presence of gluons as /r> 
There is actually a qualitative argument for 

\TD\>\SD\- (M) 

The D meson is described by a eg pair connected via a color. 
flux tube made up by gluons. Such a system can produce & 
purely leptonic final Btate - as in D+

t F+ -* l+vt - only if 
the eg pair reabsorbs the flux tube before it annihilates. For 
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this to happen the flux tube has to occupy the straight line of 
approach of c and q. This should however be a rather unlikely 
configuration; it appears much more likely—due to the inde
pendent motion of the flux tube—that substantial amounts of 
it and thus of hadronk energy survive the eg annihilation. WA 
therefore contributes almost exclusively to nonlepionic and 
semi-leptonic decays—the Utter for F + (J3 + ] ciesons on the 
Cabibbo allowed |disallowed| level. Continuing this argument 
leads furthermore to the expectation that WA will contribute 
mainly to genuine multi-body final states and not to two-body 
modes. 

There are apparently two ways to interpret /f>: 

(A) It reflects a (egg) or {e$gg)t etc. component in the meson 
wavefunction; thus it evidently reflects non-perturbative dynamics. 

(B) One invokes hremsstrahlung to procure the required gluon 
background. This appears to be a perturbative phenomenon which 
could be treated quantitatively. That impression is however mis
leading as can be seen in the following way: a non-relativistic model 
calculation yields for D° transitions'*1 

; j « / i ( ^ ) ! . (ID 

From it one reads off that the integration implicit in this anaatz 
receives most of its contributions from momenta p around m % — 
300 MeV, say rnu & p & 2m u . This is however the realm of "soft" 
dynamics which cannot be treated perturbatively. Alternatively one 
can note that the gluon bremsstrahlung of D mesons which are color 
Binglets has an intrinsic infrared cut-off which is provided by the 
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internal structure of the meson; its scale ts given by the inverse 
Compton wavelength of the light quark; i.e. its mass m,, Thus one 
is stitt very sensitive to soft ghions and a perturbative treatment 
cannot be trusted. In heavy quarkonia (Q<5), on the other hand, 
the situation is quite different since there is only one scale *- mg. 

In conclusion, WA can be enhanced to a significant level only 
by invoVing some non-perturbativi! phenomena (though the pattern 
exhibited in Eq. (15) might still be true far some other reason). 
Thus at present one cannot predict the strength of WA. 

Instead of giving up on WA one can adopt the following strategy: 
(a) postulate Eome strength for WA like T W A I ^ 0 ) * ^sp^t (charm); 
(b] then predict some other rates. Such a program can indeed be 
pursued on the Bemi-quantitative or at least, qualitative level. It leads 
to predictions on global rates like lifetimes, on Cabibbo suppressed 
decays and on some special decay modes'. 

(%} WA, unless it is driven by the accidental presence of an ap
propriate resonance, leads quite unambiguously to 

rA, < »> < ID* ( 1 6 ) 

since in A* decays WA does not have to contend with helicity sup
pression and its amplitude is proportional to the enhanced coefficient 
c~ (the quarks form color antisymmetric combinations in baTyora). 

For F decays no such clear statement can be made and two 
scenarios are conceivable 

Tf < Tjy, < Tp* ( H e ) 
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Tfjo < Tf < Tp+ . (176) 

The first case, (17A), appears somewhat more probable, yet the Eec-
ond one, (17b), could be realized in a scenario as described by Eq. 
(15) which leads to 

2 

Isospin arguments yield 

T(D+ - tvX) = T{D° -> IvX) + 0(sin a 6c) (18) 

and therefore 

r ( /> + ) bSL[D+) (19) 

up to corrections of order S\, 9Z = Cabibbo angle. T{EP -* tuX) 
and r(f"* -+ luX) are related by V spin and not by J apin; aince WA 
is very likely to break V spin invariance one arrives at the general 
expectation: 

(it) WA contributes directly to those Cabibbo suppressed D+ modes 
that evolve from a (u<2 + glue) system; those should exhibit an en
hancement over their naively expected level: 

T[D+ - . n's) 2 

T{D+ - K + *'*) > t 9 6 e - ( 2 l ) 

(Hi) There are those special decay modes that—it eeems—-can 
be generated only via WA on an appreciable level. Some prominent 
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examples of this family; 

BR{IP^TC4>) ~ 0 . 5 - 1 % (22) 

BR{F+ -» TT'&) ~ 3 - 5 % (23) 

BR{At — A + + K ~ ) ~ few% . (24) 

The valence quark structure of these final states cannot be produced 
via spectator decays in a direct way—a contention we return to in 
the next chapter. 

The second answer to the challenge provided by r(D + ) /r( .D 0 ) *-
2,5 consists of generalizing color coherence as introduced above for 
D+ —* K x+ to all D+ decays. From V spin arguments one con
cludes 

r{D9) ^ r{F+) , hSh{D°) ~ 6 S L ( F + ) (25) 

(in Section 5 we will give some estimates on the site of V spin break
ing in this scheme). For Ac decays no identical quanta appear in the 
final state and thus 

r(Ae) = r(D°) , 6SL(A«) - hl{D°) . (26) 

Coherence effect* in the Cabibbo suppressed D+ -» 7r's transition 
should play the same role as in JD+ —• K •+• it\ since on the quark 
level they read («3) -» vddd and (ed) -» ttdsd. For D+ -» KK + *•'• 
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no such coherence emerges, (ed) —• tissd and therefore 

--• i r^ > to 6* =s 0.05 . (27) 
Sic(D+ - i iC + IT'S) 9 * K l 

To summarize Chapter 2: 

(i) r(Z>+)/7{I>°) > 1 can be accommodated (though not really 
explained) by \VA or Color Coherence. 

fji) Both schemes make new genuine predictions beyond 
T{DJ')}T[]yi) > 1 : for example Cabibbo suppressed D+ decays 
should be enhanced relative to the ts70c level. According to 
Color Coherence [\VA] this enhancement should occur in the 
D* - Kj{ + it's [D+ -> IT'S] modes. 

(ii'i) For pure Color Coherence one expects 

7{A^) - T(F) * r{D°) < T{D+) 

these relations should be reflected also in tht corresponding 
relations between the semi-Ieplonic branching ratios. 

In WA one obtains instead 

[iv) W'A leads to some special decay modes. 

Two important warnings should be added at this point: 

(a) So far we have completely ignored non-trivial hadroniia-
tion effects as expressed by final state interactions, reso
nances, etc. 
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{b) It is very hard on the level of reasoning pursued so far 
to make the statements listed above under (i)-(iv) more 
quantitative. 
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3. The Stech et al. Approach to Charm 
Decays or "Modesty Rewarded" 

It is important to note that by now almost all theoretical treat
ments of charm decays employ the same effective Lagrangian with co
efficients c± of more or less the same numerical size. These schemes— 
the Spectator Ansatz, WA, etc.—differ only in the way they deal 
with the hadronic matrix elements that enter. There is one class 
of decay modes where these matrix elements appear to be sim
pler and therefore more tractable: these are the two-body decays 
DtF -» PP, PV, VV. At first there arises the concern that one 
might embark on a somewhat academic exercise since these decay 
channels might make up only a minor part of all decays. Neverthe
less one proceeds in the spirit of "modesty/ 

The approach by Stech and co-workers'" (Fakirov-Stech, Bauex-
Stech, Bauer-Stech-Wirbel) is based on five ingredients: 

(i) use the appropriate £ e u with QCD coefficients c±. 

(ii) Ignore WA contributions. 

(iii) Draw diagrams for all the different quark decay topologies; 
two Typical examples are shown in Pig. 2a,b. The ucf pair in Fig. 
2a forms a color singlet and thus carries all the quamum numbert 
of a pi on; the quark current is then simply replaced by the hatlronk 
current with the quantum numbers oi the pion. The situation is 
less straightforward in Fig. 2b: the fid pair does not necessarily 
form a color singlet. When one replaces the quark current by itt> 
hadronic counterpart one has to include a new parameter £ of a 
priori unknown size. Naive counting of the color degrees of freedom 
would lead to £ - l/JVe = 1/3; yet t is used here as a free parameter: 
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£ = 0 means color matching is necessary for forming ft hadron, { = 1 
it is not. 

One then writes down for the transition amplitude 

(28) 

with 

(29) 

where the subscript H in Eq. (28) refers to the use of hadronie 
currents carrying the quantum number of the quarks shown. 

(iv) For the final states / = PP, PV, VV one employs—and this 
is a crucial assumption—a factorization ansatz 

U\JliJ(i\D)^{P,V\3fl\^ {PtV\Jti\D) . (30) 

Although the number of hadronic matTix elements is thus doubled, 
they become much more tractable; 

(P |J M | 0>=i /pJb i , (31) 

< V | ^ | 0 ) = i > m v < J (32) 
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( J p | J P | P ) = ( ^ + ^ - ^ ^ 9 ) P l ( o a )+ 

TTl^ - TKp 
Spftfo8) 

n-trV-k

p, F,fO) = Fo(0) , (33) 

(v\j„\m = — ^ — K w 1 ^ W f W 

+ i{«£(w»fl + m»'Mi(*8) 

V 1 V 

4 3(0) = Ao(0) (34) 

tY denotes tti» spin vector of V. 

The q* dependence of the various formfactore F^A^q^) b GJ> 
sumed to be dominated by the nearest pole. E.g. for D —* K 
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transitions one uses 

2\ .. fti 

The residues of the pole term, e.g. hi, arc determined by the overlap 

integral of the appropriate hadronic wave functions as obtained in a 

relattvistic harmonic oscillator model. 

(v} Strong final state interactions (= FS1)—phase shifts, absorp

tion, etc.—are included as best as possible. 

A few comments might help in elucidating this lengthy recipe. 

• Ingredients (ii)-(v) concern the treatment of matrix elrmenls 

• In principle there are oily two free parameters: uj.rtj. In 

practice however there exists some considerable leeway since 

the final state interactions involved arc not well known or de

termined. 

• The parameters c± and £ are guile diffcrtnt in origin; c± orig

inates in the rcnormalization of the effective operaior 

£ e j ( A C = 1) whereas £ is connected with hadronii' matrix el

ements. O^-sctting changes in { by varying c± to maintain the 

same fii.flj runs the risk of being little more than numerology. 

• On the justification for ingredient (iv) the following can be said 

at this point: concerning factorization, try it! On / „ , / « — 

take them from experiment, i.e. / , ^ 13.1 MeV, / « - 160-

170 MeV. On the residues hi—they contain the biggest model 

uncertainties; at least make L.ure that your model reproduces 

/ „ fr( correctly. 

Ha *ng prepared the machinery one proceeds to apply it: there 

are three types of transitions: 
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• class J transitions where the amplitude is proportional to aj 
only, these are the DQ decays leading to two charged mesons: 

« class II transitions controlled by 03; D° -*+ M%M%. 

9 class III transitions: Z?+ -» Mf M$. Here the amplitude de
pends on a linear combination: a\ + [1 + SB)az- The quantity 
SB represents the amount of SU(3)n, breaking; in its absence 
one finds oj + 02 — (1 + £)c+ • as inferred from the V spin 
considerations presented in Section 2. 

Fitting the (slightly revised) MARK III data on 7>°, D± branch
ing ratios an*1 finds 

a\x? =* 1.2 ± 0.1 a5 s p =s -0.5 ± 0.1 . (36) 

Comparing these numbers with the expressions obtained when in* 
serting typjeai QCD values for c±: 

a ? C D a 1,3 - 0.6 { o ? C D « -0.6 + J A ( (37) 

one sees that the experimental numbers are well reproduced for £ a 
0! In particular class II transitions depend very sensitively on the 
value of (. FOT example for £ = 1/3 one geta fl?CD - - 0-2 ^ a5*p. 
Another useful relation IB provided by 

(a> + a s)'( f f j - o 2) = (1 - €»)(! + $) 4 * - ~ (L - £ a)(l + 0 (38) 

where we have used e^c_ = I which is an identity on the leading log 
level10 and still holds within a few percent on the two-loop level. 
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Before commenting on the quality of the fit to the data, one 
apparently technical, though important comment, has to be made. 
Considerable care haa to be applied when extracting the coefficient 
»i.<*2 from the data. For naively one would conclude if $ = 0 

which is by a factor of *- A too email compared to the data, This 
embarrassment is avoided mainly by the intervention of FSI. The 
three D —» Kir amplitudes can be expressed in terms of two isaspin 
amplitudes with isospin 1/2 and 3/2 in the final state: 

^(BP _ I T * 4 ) = - ^ (\KAx/i + Aw) 

A(D* -. * V ) =•• -L UAlfl + JiAm) (39) 

A(D* -+ T r V ) = \Z%A*fr . 

MARK III measurements yield for the phase shift between the two 
isospin amplitudes 

This is a very reasonable value for FSL1"1 Including this effect {see 
prescription (v) above) allows one to increase 
r(£»° - • Jt^)/T{D° -* K-n+) from 0.1-0.2 to the experimental 
number while still using values for oi,a» as given in Eq. (36). 

A detailed representation of the data i& given in D. Hitlbi'e lec
tures and does not have to be repeated here. Instead we will elabo
rate on the quaiity of thrt Bauer-Stech fit: 
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(i) Their description of some 20-odd D°, D+ decay modes with 
just two6t parameters 01,02 reproduces the datarathei well, though 
not perfectly. This is certainly impressive even when one keeps in 
mind that some "poetic license" is created by the way in which one 
deals with FS1. 

(ii) There are some decay modes—in particular IP -* !£%, 
K u>, K ij—where this approach seems to seriously underestimate 
the experimental values One can point out that the experimen
tal findings on EP -* A «, K 17 are far from settled and contain 
large uncertainties. Yet more importantly one notes that these three 
''problematic* modes are all class It transitions proportional to (aj)3-, 
i.e. smallish; BR{D° -* K 4) = 0 is even expected for a one-step 
decay here since the spectator picture gives (co") —* sduH ^ sdaX. 
Having realized that it is then plausible to consider two-step pro
cesses involving rescattering leading to the same final state. E.g. 

15° - »K-p>* - Tf^ . (40) 

The important point is that the first step in the reaction chain in 
(40) is a class I transition, i.e. sizeable, which in this case actually 
commands a branching ratio of more than 10%. Therefore even a 
small scattering probability can lead to an overall branching ratio 
of 1-2% in these cases. Thus these two-step processes might even be 
the dominant source for D° - 3?V 3?%, 7?V In particular the 
mode D° -. B*o> has attracted considerable attentions since WA 
can generate it in a one-step process1'*1 

2?° = (effj) - . sdg -* alsl. (41) 

It might appear academic at this point yet it should be noted nev
ertheless that the WA process in (41), shown by Fig. 3a, describes 
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a very different dynamical scenario than the ^scattering reaction 
of (40), shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3b which could be called 
strong annihilation. In WA the eS quarks annihilate due to the weak 
forces. The latter are however pointlike, the el? quarks are therefore 
required to overlap; a measure of the probability for this to occur is 
provided by /p. The WA rate is thus—as stated before—suppressed 
by Ub/PU))3, In strong annihilation on the other hand it is the 
strong forces that drive rescattering or produce the u5 annihilation. 
Their range is of order one Fermi—precisely like the typical eu sepa
ration. Therefore no suppression due to the finite range of the forces 
ensues—m contrast to WA.. The two processes are thus clearly dif
ferent in principle although in practice it represents a difficult task 
to disentangle the two. 

SeinMeptonic D -* tvK,K* decays are treated in the same way 
and actually with more ease, since only one hadronie matrix element 
enters: 
{K,K* \ {ZL1**L)H \ tfi). One then finds:"01 

r ( J D - * ^ i f ) K 8 x l 0 l 0 s e c - 1 (42) 

^(D-*^Vif')a£fi.Sxl0 1 0eec- , , (43} 

Let us summarize the Stech tt of. approach; 

(i) The theoretical prediction for D-*tvK^ K* nearly saturates 
the observed seini-leptanic width:w 

T{Z> -» ^Jff.K'Jthwnt ~ [11 -18) x 10 l 06ec _ l 

(44) 
V{D -• to X)« P - (18 - lft) x 10 i 0 sec - 1 . 
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There are MARK III data" 1 on T[D -> Iv Kit) which case some 
doubt on the success of prediction (43}; we will come back to this 
point in Section 5. 

(ii) As explained in more detail in D. HitUVs lecture trw modes 
D -* PP, PV make up a large fraction of all non-leptonic D decays. 
Most of the remainder could be due to D —* V V. Thus the two-body 
modes seem to dominate non-leptonic D°, D+ decays—a surprise, 
yet a pleasant one: "modesty rewarded". 

(iii) 

V(D» - » t » K , t v K \ PP, PV, VV) _ 
r(D+ ^lvK,lvK\PP,FV, VV) y i 

i.e. the observed lifetime ratio is reproduced due to an interference in 
two-body non-leptonic D + decays that is destructive since oj-o? < 0, 
see (36). 

(iv) The semi-leptonic D° branching ratio is reproduced cor
rectly, i.e. 

r(D<> - LvK,tvK\ PP, PV, VV) °* ' y w t 

li should be noted that (Hi) and (iv) are achieved without any WA! 
The "low" D° semi-leptonic branching ratio of around 7.5% v thus 
no unambiguous evidence Tor substantial WA. Hadronization effects, 
formfactors, etc.—as exemplified by (46)—lower the semi-leptonic 
branching ratio from its naive value of 12 \1$]% obtained when using 
th& quark-level expression 

with f = Q[I/3j. 
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Therefore it is fair to state that so far no phenomenological need 
for WA contributions has been demonstrated in £>°, D+ decays. FSI 
on the other hand do play a major role as seen most clearly when 
analyzing the isaspin amplitudes in D -* Kr, Kp, K*v\ the MARK 
III data yield for the ratios of isospin 1/2 ;ind 3/2 amplitudes and 
their phase shifts'11 

1^/aMa/al * 3-67 ± 0.27, 3.22 ± 0.97; 3.12 ± 0.40 
(48) 

*i/a - hf% = (77 ± 1 1 ) \ (84 ± 13)°, (0 ± 26}° 

for the three modes D —* Kir, K"*T, Kp respectively. Another obser
vation can he made here: if WA played the majoi role in explaining 
the JD+ — D° lifetime difference due to the presence of a K' reso
nance one would not expect a nearly universal value for M1/2M3/2I 
as indicated by the data in (48). For 

D° -» *K'» -» PV 

can proceed whereas 

£>° -* UK'" -• PP 

cannot. Secondly, WA contributes to AJ/J only. Yet keeping the 
error bars in mind one cannot draw really quantitative conclusions 
from this at present. More precise data would be quite desirable. 

Since the data on D + , D° decays do not exhibit any clear need for 
WA and since WA does not represent an intellectually lucid concept 
one might be tempted to forget about it all together. This would 
however be ill-advised. 
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(i) The fact that WA has not been established as a major source 
of D decays does not imply that it is insignificant there. If WA were 
the dominant generator for r(D+)/r(Z>°) > 1 it could conceivably— 
though personally I am rather skeptical about it—lead to 
T ( B + ) / T ( B ° ) — 1,5 and could well open up new avenues for CP 
studies in B decays. 

(if) WA though not dominant could still be significant, say on 
the 20% level. If this were not due to the lucky presence of an 
appropriate resonance, it would reveal—as discussed in Section 2- -
the presence of gluons in the D meson w&vcrunctkm *.hu3 bringing 
them one step closer to a role in spectroscopy. Although this would 
not be a truly surprising result, it would be a nice one nevertheless. 

(Ui) Even if WA were rather unimportant for the overall D decay 
rates it could have a significant impact on some rare modes, like 
once and twice Cabibbo suppressed modes. This would affect our 
conclusion on the role of Penguins (see Section 5) and LP — D 
mixing (see Section 6]. 

(iv) WA could be much more significant in charm baxyon than 
in charm meson decays. 

In summary: the Bauer-Stech ansatz represents a considerable 
step forward in understanding charm decays. It is rather successful 
and its very success shows that there is a fairly simple dynamical 
pattern underlying most of charm decays. This realization should 
however not lead to complacency. The ansatz is based on ad hoc 
assumptions like factorization and valence quark description and on 
a rather ai hoc treatment of F SI. On a more technical level the 
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annate in not very successful in Cabibbo suppressed LP decaya:""*' 

r(J3° - K+K~) f 1.44 "theoret" 
r(£K>~ir+*-) ~ \ 3 - 4 experim. ( 4 9 ) 

A more detailed discussion of this point will be given in Section 5. 

There are two ways to progress from here: 

(A) One generalizes the Stech et of. approach by including WA 
and Penguin diagrams and determines their relative weight 
phenomenologic&ny from a comprehensive data analysis.1"1 

(B) One starts from a more theoretical treatment of hudron dy
namics, 

I will cLoose the second avenue in Section 4—partly because I be
lieve that it will offer more theoretical insight—partly because I am 
quite skeptical at present that approach (A) .jillows a satisfactory 
treatment of FSI. 
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4. Creeping Towards a Truly Theoretical 
Description of Charm Decays—The 
1/JV Approach and QCD Sum Rules 

That D°tD+ decays are rather well described if £ ^ 0 is used 
appears somewhat miraculous at this point: if one thinks of £ as 
representing the impact of low energy strong interactions—say, soft 
gluons, etc.—one would hardly expect to find a universal value of £; 
after all the kinematics, etc, are different for the various two-body 
modes. And a priori £ could have taken any value of order ± 1. 

The sai e surprise emerges in B —* rjtX decays which in the lan
guage of Ba\>er-Ster,h are Class II transitions and thus very sensitive 
to the value of £. Theoretically one predicts | , M*''1 : 

BR(fl -* ifiX) a 1 - 2% • (3a»)a (SO) 

BRfZJ -• W) a 4 -10" 5 • (3c 3 ) a (51) 

Comparing Eq. (SO, 51) with the data i"i 

leads to 

BR(B -* ip + X) ~ 1.2% (52) 

BR(J? -» W) ~ [4 ± 2) • 1(T 3 (53) 

Wl-S (54) 

Using short-distance coefficients c , appropriate for A £ = 1 
transitions—c+ — 0.82, t- ~ 1.5—one obtains 

aj™ « -0.34 ± 1.7* (65) 
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and £ ss 0 again emerges as a natural solution—this time for a much 
more massive hadronic system, the B meson: 

£ (charm) m £ (bottom) (56) 

An ocurrence like that begs for an explanation and it was Buras 
et coworkers who first gave one within the framework of the 1/N 
approach where they extended considerably the earlier work by other 
authors1"1 . 

A. The i/N Approach 

The usual effective Lagrangian as given in Eq. (1) is employed. 
The matrix clement is expanded into a power series in l/,Y, N being 
the number of colors: 

< Mi,Afs|£i8(AC = 1)|D > = N/JV | i„ + £ + O ^±-\ \ (57) 

The leading term (in 1/N) has • oefficient 60, the next-to-leading b\. 
We do not concern ourselves with mathematical niceties like whether 
such a power series is well-defined. The main assumption implicit in 
Eq. (57) is then the hope that the first term or at worst the first two 
terms of this expansion already represent a decent approximation to 
the full (yet ""known) result. 

Very simple and almost self-evident rules are established for 
computing the coefficient in the 1/N expansion: 

1. Draw all quark level diagrams with two weak vertices that 
contribute to a decay process; mesons are represented by their 
valence quarks. 
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2. Assign a weight N to each closed quark loop, Fig. 4a. 

3. Each rneson wavefunction, denoted by a cross in Fig. 4b, in

troduces a normalization factor l / \ / jV. 

4. Gluon lines are replaced by q§ lines, see Fig. 4c; the qu&rk-

gluon coupling carries a weight 1/VN. 

It is very easy to reproduce the following basic results: 

1. The™ are two types of diagrams that contribute on the leading 

1/AT ieve!, i.e., to 6o, namely one of the spectator- and one of 

the WA-typc, see Fig. 5a,b. 

2. There arc three types of diagrams on the ncxt-to-Ieading level 

contribution to 6j: a spectator diagram, Fig. 6a, a WA (or 

W-exchange) diagram, Fig. 6b, and diagrams involving FSI, 

Fig. 6(. 

3. For laUT reference it should be noted that "hair-pin" diagrams 1" 

give suppressed contributions—notuurprisirigly,since they rep

resent OZl-forbidden processes. For example the hair-pin di

agram in Fig. 7 contributes only on the l/{N^/N) level, i.e., 

is suppressed by A' J in amplitude relative to the leading term. 

Two pleasant surprises aie immediately iead ofl from these and 

the corresponding D+ diagrams: 

1. The leading \/N diagrams factorize into the same kind of ma

trix elements as appear in the Stech et al. ansata. 

2. It is quite evident that the interference in D+ —* R°it^ decays 

has to be destructive since it is proportional to (c+ + « - ) ( t + -

c-)~c*+-c± < 0 ! 

A few typical predictions are listed below and compared with 
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the data on one hand and with the (naive) Standard Approach (i.e., 

£ = g) on the other hand (for a more complete listing sec ref. 3,18): 

Standard Large N 
Decay Mode Approach Approach D&La 

[Decay widths in units of 101 "sec- 1 ] 

Vt>-*K-x+ 14.6 20.1 9.8±1.5 

D 0 - K°z° 0.26 4.1 4.4±I.O 

D° - tf-/>+ 26.1 36.0 25±3.5 

j O ° - f f V 0,20 3.3 2.3±0.7 

D° -^ K\ 0.13 2.1 3.5±1,6 

D° - K°w 0.20 3.2 7.4±3.4 

D*3 - if 0* =; 0 0.2-0.5 2±1.2 

J? - K + K- 1.4 1.9 1.2±0.3 

D° — ir+ir- 1.0 1.4 0.33±0.I2 

Such a comparison leads to the following conclusions: 

1. A leading 1/N treatment is not only less disastrous then the 

naive Standard Approach, but it produces also a decent rep

resentation of the data. 

2. It is more transparent and thus more "user-friendly" than the 

Stech et al. ansatz. 

3. Yet its fit to the data suffers from some evident deficiencies: 

• The ratio • *=£ ~* r-*X - ° - 2 i s t o ° s m a " b y R f«to* o f 

r(2?° ~* K'**) 
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roughly two relative to the data. 

• BR(D° — K°$) ~* 0.1 - 0.2% appears too small by a factor of 
r.l least five relative to the measured numbers. \VA contains 
a leading 1/JV contribution and in D - • PV transitions there 
is no automatic helicity suppression (in contrast to D —* PP 
modes) yet it is a class 11 transition, i.e., proportional to T ( C + -
c- ) 1 and suffers from a hadronic formfactor suppression. (One 
shoulc keep in mind that this last point does not represent on 
ironclad argument). 

BJUp 0 ^K+K~) , . . ,. , „ . . 
• ~boYr>') _U + ~\ ~ * 4 ' l , e " ' apparently too small again hy 

a factor of two or more. 

• The predictions on class 1 transitions over-shoot the exper
imental numbers, in particular after the recent MARK III re-
calibration. Re-scattering processes which have no'; been in
cluded here (see comment 2. below) will decrease this excess; 
this problem therefore appears more as a. technical shortcom
ing than a fundamental defect. 

The 1/yV approach, as practiced so far, is still not fully satisfactory 
as a theoretical description: 

1. The terms non-leading in l/N are dropped by fiat, not by the
oretical reasoning. The l/N approach developed so far repre
sents a nice way to memorize our knowledge on charm decays* 
but by itself it does not advance our understanding of these 
phenomena. 

2. Self-consistency requires us to ignore FSI; yet there is clear 
evidence for their significance :r. the dat-. 

3. Non-leading terms, in particular non-factorizable contributions 
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like FSI cannot be calculated in such a simple way. 

Yet the relative phenomenologic&l success of this easy and trans
parent ansatz clearly suggests that the various non-leading terms 
have - by and large - a strong tendency to cancel each other. 

B . QCD Sum Rules 

(a) General Procedure: 

It has become customary to Btate that alt problems of hadroniza-
tion will be solved some day once and for all by Monte Carlo simu
lations on a sufficiently large lattice. I am not so sure however that 
this will happen before this millennium is over. People who share my 
relative lack of patience have to employ other, maybe less Tellable 
vehicles to anproach hadronization. At present the most promising 
theoretical technology, in my judgment, is based on the judicious use 
of Bum rules, as pioneered by the ITEP group. We will give here only 
an outline of the general strategy since a more detailed description 
sjoes well beyond the scope of these lectures and can readily be found 
in the original papers'1"1 or in the thorough review by Reinders, et 

One always starts from a correlation function between two or 
more (generalized) currents; they axe chosen such that they carry 
the same quantum numbers as the hadrons one wants to study. A 
well-known example is provided by the reaction e + e~ -* charm 
(at energies well below the Z° mass). The appropriate current is a 
Lorentz vector j ^ = frf^e and one considers the time-ordered two-
point function 

,' / * « * » < 0 | T { J M ( X ) J W ( 0 ) } 1 0 > = [g^ - ^ ) n v ( ( j 2 ) ( 5 8 ) 
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Next one invoices analyticity to write a dispersion relation for the 
polarization function TI{ga). (In general it will contain subtraction 
terms, which can be removed by applying the operator - ^ j a Buf-
ficicnt numher cf times. Since we will do that anyway for different 
reasons, we will ignore this complication in the following.) 

For e"* t" —» charm there is a very simple representation for Im II v (g 3 ) 
due *o the optical theorem: 

64ff Or 

+ ^ ( 1 + V) ^ 2 " thresh.) (») 

We have made two approximations in the last line where we have 
expressed the total cross section as a sum over a discrete spectrum 
of (say charraonium) resonances R with mass Jwidthl TTIR [gx] and 
a continuum of open flavour production above the threshold (say 
5thresh ** (2 m I ) ) ! ) : firstly we have used a narrow resonance width 
ansatz and secondly we have inserted an expression for the contin
uum cross section that goes to first order in a, only. 

The first big theoretical assumption consists in employing an 
operator product expansion (=OPE) for the time ordered current-
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current product: 

ij d 4xe«'*r{i(x)j 1,(0)} ={9^ - qrfy)-

[co(?S)/ + E c *(? a )°*] ( 6 1 ) 

where the a are the Wilson coefficients, / denotes the identity op
erator and Oi the other local, gauge invariant operators. Analyses 
60 far have included five such operators, namely quark and gluon 
"biiinears" Om = m$q, QQ = G^G^ of dimension four, and three 
manifestly non-bilinear operators of dimension six, namely 

Op = QlaQqitiQ, 

2 
mijo^ — gG^,, 

Of — fabcGpyGy^G^ 1 ^ " 

The next step is equally important and unique to this approach: a 
perturbativc treatment gives for all VEV's < 0|0*|0 > = 0 (apart 
from < 0|/10 > of course). Allowing for 

< 0 | 0 A 1 0 > = / * * 0 (62) 

therefore incorporates some - and hopefully the most significant -
non-perturbattve aspects. Thus new unknowns /*. are introduced, 
like the quark and gluon condensates < 0|§g|0 >, < 0\G • G\0 >; 
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yet they are process-independent quantities that can - at least in 
principle - be fitted in one reaction and then used in many other 
processes. 

Putting everything together one arrives at 

= RHS (63) 

L H s = M d ? ) B { e o C ? S ) + ? c i ( , ' S ) A ) ( 6 5 ) 

where the following comments have to be made: 

(a) Eq. (63) represents the duality concept: one equates (or 
at least approximates) the right-hand side RRS which Is 
expressed in terms of hadronic parameters rna,gjtf etc., at 
a somewhat unphysical momentum scale 40 with the left* 
hand side LHS calculated on the quark-gluon level wher* 
non-perturbative effects are included via the VEV's fk. 

(b) In Eq. (64) we have factored out the lowest lying xesonancn 
R whereas the higher lying resonances and the continuum 
aie lumped together into A n(o£); its leading term is given 
by 

Utf) ~ ( m * — tt+l 

™?tS) * m * > m * (66) 
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(c) < 0|i|0 > = 1 was used in Eq. (65). 

Applying Eq. (63-65) truly resembles a voyage between Scylla 
and Charybdis: the higher n is chosen, the more sensitive RHS 
becomes for the resonance parameters Mj*» QH since An(9o) -* 0 as 
n - t o o ; however at the same time the use of OPE in LRS with 
a finite number of operators Ok becomes more problematic. No 
dearcut criterion can be given for dealing with this road hazard. 
One assumes that it is treated in a satisfactory way numertcaity if 
one can find a "stability region" in (n ,^) for LHS =r RHS; i.e., 
if LHS and RHS do not vary too dramatically under changes of n 
and ?Q. Therefore one has to apply these sum rules jodiciously* 
An improvement is often, though not always achieved if a Borel 
transformation is applied to Eq. (63). 

L " n " ! ) E " m I ^ T F l ' ' ) n ( ^ ) " n " s ) 

= —jj5 J isc-'t^lm n(s) (63a) 

J 
as n,§* -* oo with ^ = M 3 kept fixed. 

The general procedure can thus be summarized briefly: 

1. Pick the appropriate current for your problem; for pseudoscalar 
Goldstone bosons one even has a choice, namely to use either 
?7S4 * & Reindere et at. or Qlfiliq a lit Shifman et ah 

2. Write down the relevant n-point function in these currents. 

3. Compute the Wilson coefficients (as many as possible/necessary) 
to the resulting OPE. 

4. Obtain the significant VEV's from previous fits to other mea
sured quantities. 
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5. Find the "stability regime* in LHS at RHS and extract num
bers. 

(b) Applications, part I: Some Coupling* and Masses 

Two point functions of currents carrying open chart (tike C*ftfl, 
<hf»1s$ a- Sip?) allow us to obtain an estimate of fo once the ex
perimental m/> t$ used. The authors of Ref. 21 find 

/»(QCD SR) ~ liO - 1M> MeV (67) 

tn rough agreement with other theoretical estimates'"'™* 

f 150 - 230 MeV potential models 
SD - { (68) 

1100-170 MeV MIT bag models . * 

Similarly one finds for the mass splittings between s-wave, D, and 
p-wave, D " , states"*' 

{mD-. - mD) ~ 400 - BOO MeV (69) 

as in potential mudtils. 
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(c) Applications, part II: Two-body Decays of Charm mesons 

Very recently Blok and Shifman1"'**1 have developed a treatment 
of 

D -* PPy PV (70) 

decays that is based on QCD sum rules. They analyzed a four-
point correlation function between three currents—one carrying the 
quantum number of D-, the r>ther two those of the final state mesons 
genetically referred to as A and B—and the weak Lagrangian Lw-

J J J ( 7 1 ) 

'(0\VA(V)JB{X)JDWW{M)}\0) • 

This relation can be visualised as follows: one starts from three types 
of skeleton (or bare) diagrams as shown in fig. 8; fig. 8a represents 
WA,fig. 8b,c, Spectator processes. 

These bare diagrams are then dressed by gluon exchanges, both 
soft and hard. If these gluon lines stay inside the triangle or the 
external loop, then the factorization property of the amplitude is not 
changed. If on the other hand the gluons communicate between the 
triangle and the external loop the diagram becomes definitely non-
factorizable. In .addition light quark (u,d,«) lines and soft gluon 
lines are cut to include the non-perturbative VEV's in the OPE 
treatment of LHS, 

In the OPE Blok and Shifman use the five operators 0* (in addi
tion to the identity I) that were introduced above after eq. (61). Ihe 
Wilson coefficients are calculated at Q\ ~ Q\ ~ g1 ~ -(1.5 GeV)2, 
i.n. in the Euclidean region. When extrapolating to the (physical) 
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Minkowski region to make contact with RHS one has fo concern 
oneself with three types of singularities.. 

(t) a pole at the D mass—the objective of the analysis. 

(tt) Cuts at higher masses corresponding to excited D mesons and 
to the D+n* ,«tc, continuum. Their importance is suppressed 
by performing a Bore! summations s la eq. (63a). 

(Hi) Physical cuts, etc., corresponding to resonances, FSI that af
fect the final state AB, It is argued—and this might be the 
gravest theoretical uncertainty—that this duality ansatz when 
initiated in the Euclidean region possesses no sensitivity to 
such singularities. 

1 am not convinced that this rather complex analysis has al
ready reached maturity; it is very likely indeed—judging from past 
experience—that at least some numbers will change. Nevertheless 
I want to present some of their numbers, be it only to strongly en
courage and stimulate further work in this direction: 

Decay Mode Theoret. BR 

Lfi - K~*+ 8.4% 

*V 1.5% 

K-p+ 15% 

7?V 0.8% 

K-'7T+ 9 % 

*°v 3 % 

T?u> 1.596 

T?4> 1.3% 

The following points should he especially noted: 
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(t) The agreement with the "old" MARK III branching ratios is 
quite good! These "prediction*" cannot be confronted imme
diately with the recalibrated branching ratios: for a few of the 
experimental data act as input, to determine the relative weight 
of the three diagrams in fig. 3—as is typical for the duality 
ansatis underlying QCD sum rules. 

(tt) Most of'.he numbers are actually very similar to those obtained 
in the 1/,V ansatz. Thus it lends theoretical justification for 
dropping non-leading l/N terms in most cases. 

(m) This treatment represents a theoretical improvement also in 
the sense that it does include non-leading terms. For example 

Btf(JD° - 7C°<j>) ~ 1.3?6 (72) 

is generated purely from WA—without help from FSI! This 
implies furthermore that JD > fo (see the discussion in Section 
2} since / D < 0.2 GeV in this treatment, Eq. (67). 

(iv) WA emerges as h, significant though not dominant process con
tributing roughly 20% to r(jD°). 

After iUthig all these successes some of the short-comings have 
to be mentioned u well:. 

(a) The present treatment docs not allow for taking FSI properly 
into account. 

(b) It is then not surprising that the ratio 

BR{& -»TfV) 
3R(W -»K»*+) 

turns out to be rather small. 
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(c) r(Z>° — K+K') = T{Da ~* ff+jr") is found in clear conflict 
to the data. Yet this equality is largely built into the ansat2 
from the beginning since SE/(3)FL breaking effects are ignored 
(lite ((ft) f. (dd)). 
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Interlude: A n Assessment of Our Theoretical 

Understand ins of C h a r m Decays 

The Stech tt a\. treatment revealed that—by and large—a faiiiy 

simple dynamical scenario underlies U 0 , D+ decays. 

The 1/Ar approach allows us to express this overall simplicity 

in a concise manner. Yet—like Feynman diagrams and personal 

computers before—it does not necessarily deepen our understanding 

although it certainly facilitates most computations. Still it wets the 

appetite for a deeper understanding. 

It is certainly not clear whether treatments that invoke QCD 

sum rules can take us to this goal; but I believe that eventually they 

will take us a good distance along this road. 

While the final verdict on the theoretical treatments is therefore 

still not in, it \s nevertheless fair to say that the state of the art 

in theoretical reasoning has improved quite considerably in the last 

two years. Looking at Bimplc quark-level diagrams is still useful (and 

fun)—but only as a starting point for a dynamical analysis, not as 

the end point! 

After having made these statements which might be perceived as 

a clear symptom of overcoiifidence, I will attempt to redeem myself 

and some of my colleagues by adding a few words of caution: 

(i) The success of our theoretical description is still somewhat 

unstable. More data and more precise data can jeopardize our 

contentment. 

(si) Success is actually quite elusive so far in some rare D decay 

modes. 

These issues will be addressed in the next section. 
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5. Present and Future Cross Checks and Lessons 

A- F Decays 
(i) The first question obviously refers to the F total lifetime: do 

r(I?0} and i"(F+) agree to within, say, 10% as suggested by V spin 
symmetry with moderate breaking? WA on the other hand allows 
for very substantia! V spin breaking. The most recent data give an 
affirmative answer : 

^ 1 = . . 0 ± 0 . 1 . (73) 

(ii) Semi-Ieptonic branching ratios are the next most interesting 
global quantities. V spin symmetry gives 

whereas WA quite naturally leads to 

(iii) There are special decay modes—F —* JT'S—that at first tight 
appear t. be produced by WA only, like LP —* A ^. Yet the same 
caveat applies in both cases: FSI can in principle generate such final 
states via strong annihilation and thus fake WA. Nevertheless the 
following argument can be made: (a) If WA is assumed to dominate 
L>° -» # V and (b) r(F*) » r{D°) < T{D+) is largely attributed 
to WA, then one concludes 

BR(F+ - . *p), BR(F+ -» JTW) - 3 - 5% (76) 

has to hold. Such branching ratios are then quite similar or even 
larger than £R[F+ -* r<t>). Very recent E691 and ARGUS data 
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< 0.08 (90% C.X..) (77) 

however reveal3 

BR{F+ -» ir+p°) 
BR{F+ — ir+4>) 

thus ruling WA out as the dominant motor behind X>° -» K <t> or F 
decays, or both. 

There are two loop-holes in this argument. FSI could conceivably 
(though not very likely) conspire with WA in such a way that the 
transition F+ —» n*p° is interfered away. There is another more 
intriguing and more interesting scenario : if hairpin diagrams 
were important one would expect to see the mode F+ -+ TT+W as well 
as F + —* ?r +^ (and F + —> it+G if a gluebail state G were accessible), 
but not F+ —* jr +p° since the p° has no isoscalar component! Yet 
two notes of caution can be added here: 

[a) In the l/JV approach F+ -* 7r+w is clearly suppressed rel
ative to F+ —* x+<j> as explained in Section 4. Furthermore fairly 
little FSI is expected to intervene in either the few or TT4> final state. 
Finding comparable rates, i.e. 

BR{F — TT£J) ~ BR{F -» TT^) (78) 

would therefore amount to a very hefty blow to l/N practitioners. 

Incidentally the same is true for the QCD sum rule approach. 

(0) WA could be important in F decays due to the accidental 
presence of a nearby Jr-like resonance which then decays strongly, 
i.e. 

F+ » V -» / . (7S) 
WA 

In that case G parity would forbid (or at least suppress) decays into 
an even number of pions while allowing decays into an odd number 
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of pious: 

F+ -» V -h 4JT (80) 

F + -» V - . 3* (81) 

Since these theoretical remarks might reflect juet theoretical bi
ases, it is important, if not even mandatory to search for F —* TTU 
as best as possible. 

(iv) "What E691 takelh away with one hand, it givtih back 
with the other!" E691 has presented highly intriguing evidence for 

As emphasised before, it is dangerous to draw firm conclusions from 
one or two decay modes. Nevertheless it is tempting to invoke (82) as 
evidence for WA playing a significant, though somewhat suppressed 
role (on the *- 20% level) in F decays, For if (82) were produced 
via KSI from the Spectator process (or by resonance enhanced WA 
as discussed above Eq. (79)) why then is there no signal for F + —• 
n^p 0? Keep in mind that WA is expected—as outlined in Section 
2—to contribute more to three- than to two-body decays. 

(v) No reliable conclusion on / decays can be drawn before 
a sizeable number of exclusive decay modes has been measured. 
More generally one would like to know whether two-body modes 
are equally important, i.e. dominant in non-leptonk F decays as 
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they are in D ° , D + decays. Stech et al.™ predict for r(F) = T(£>°); 

BR{DQ - PP, PV, VV) ~ 0.67 ± 0 iO (83a) 

B«(X>+ -* PPt PV, VV) ~ 0 .56i 0.15 (83&) 

5 H ( F + - . PP, PV, VV) - 0.56 ± 0.08 (83c) 

These numbers should be compared to the total non-leptonit 
decay widths. With bSi,(D0) - 0.07 5,I?SL[D+) "- 0.17 and wumi'n; 
' 'S/ . t^ 0 ) = k s i ( ' r + ) one concludes from the data 

BR(D<> — non - Upt.) =r 0.85 

BR[D+ — nor - /rpf.) s= 0.65 

BR{F+ -* non - lept.) ^ 0.85 

Two-body final states are thus still expected to dominate 
non-lepton:c F decays - yet by a somewhat smaller margin than in 
D°fD+ decays. Ignoring the V V final states one obtains in the Stech 
anaatz 

BR{D° -» PP, PV) - 0.44 (84) 

BR{F+ -» PP, PV) ~ 0.31 (85) 
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whereas the Blok-Shifman treatment leads to1 

BR[Da — FP, PV) ~ 0.45 (86) 

BR(F+ -» PP, PV) ~ 0.20 . (87) 

Detailed data on F decays and more theoretical work is clearly 
needed lo see whether the apparent difference between (64) and 
(85) or between (86) and (87) or between (85) and (87) is really 
significant or just reflects the theoretical uncertainties. 

(vi) One can search semi-lcptonic F decays for glueball candi
dates — in particular if (75) were found to hold— and one can look 
for F+ —• p«. These are admittedly "odd-ball" searches, but should 
be undertaken nevertheless. 

B. Charmed Baryon Decays 
Since the important points here have been nicely covered in Pro* 

fessor Huang's lecture1"1 ,1 can be extremely brief and make mainly 
a comment on what cannot be learned in charmed baryon decay*. 

Recently the unfortunate cli "~n has been made that a comparisoi 

between r(A e —• euA)iht0Tt ar< '( —• ecAX)«xP. yields 

\V{e»)\ ~ 1/3 (88) 

in clear conflict with 

\V{")\i fun. ** t<*6c a 0.97 . (89) 

If true it would present strikingly clear, though indirect evidence 
for the existence of a fourth family. Such an analysis rests on three 
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ingredients: (a) experimental data; (b) baryonk lorm factors; (c) 
the weak coupling |V(ca)|. It is obvious that Eq. (88) is completely 
inconsistent with all the data on D meson decays since it would 
lengthen decay times by a factor of 10! Therefore the baryonk form 
factors employed were probably grossly inadequate, the data used 
conceivably wrong and quite possibly both happened. The impor
tant point is that charm baryon decays allow interesting studies of 
hadronization effects—but not of weak couplings! Those are much 
better studied in the decays of charm mesons since they are much 
easier to produce and find and they also represent a simpler bound 
state. 

Recently there has been a slight increase in the experimental 
value for r(A c), yet it is still considerably shorter than r(Z?°}w : 

\ T ( Z X > ) / W ' " -0.05 K W > 

This points to an important contribution of WA to Ae decays— 
which, as emphasized before—is not that surprising. The prelimi
nary findings that 

A c - j w K (91) 

is not dominated by K * or A resonances is quite consistent with this 
; icture. 

C. Cabibbo Suppressed Decays 
As already discussed in Section 2 (above Eq. (27)) color co

herence leads to an enhancement of the Cabibbo suppressed modes 
D+ - • KlC + IT'S. One can employ the Steel) it al ansatz to trans
late this general expectation into a specific prediction and compare 
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it to the MARK in data'"1 : 

BR[D+ — 
BR{D * _* #%+) 10.S17 ± 0.086 ± 0.048 MAftK III 

i?B(fl+ -• 1*9+) ^ f 0.04 theorct. 
BR[D* - J t V ) ~ I < 0.15(90% C.L.) MARK III. t 9 3 ' 

Equation (92) represents a nice success, both qualitatively and quan
titatively whereas more sensitive data arc needed for D+ ~* JT0JT+—a 
point to which we will return later. 

A rather similar pattern seems to hold for D* ~* K ' K+ vs, 
D* -* K ir+—yel at present the data are far from conclusive. 

The situation is less clear for Cabibbo suppressed tfi decays. 
Theoretically there is no obvious, clear reason why such decays 
should be significantly enhanced like it is in the case of D* decays. If 
resonance enhanced WA were a major source of (Cabibbo allowed) 
D° decays one could entertain the idea that Cabibbo suppressed 
transition rates are even further decreased due to the absence or an 
appropriate resonance. 

It is actually in these modes that charm decays revealed their 
first puzzling feature: 

Bff f f^K-t?) " °'° 3 3 i °'° 1 0 ± °'° 0 6 * ***'* " °'°5 ( M ) 
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Defining 

R " Ba(0° - *-*+) < 9 6 ) 

one might guess in a very naive spectator ansatz 

R ~ IVMKMP X P h a 5 e s p a c c ~ P h " e 8 p B c e * 1 

where we have used the tight constraints on the KM parameters that 
hold in a three family ansatz. Yet SU(Z)?i, breaking, as exemplified 
by IK > /m has to be included and one expects R > 1 on quite 
general grounds. More specifically one finds 

~ 1 1A4 

11.4 
"Stech" 

• i / i r . ( 9 ? ) 

(As already state, 5 U ( 3 ) F L breaking has not been incorporated into 
the QCD sum rule approach yet.) Thus there is a very apparent con
flict between theoretical expectations (97) and experimental findings 
(94,95). On the theoretical side this discrepancy could be Ted from 
three different sources. 

(i) an underestimate of SU(3)n, breaking; 

(»") large FSI, rescattering, etc. 

(tii) Penguin operators, which were ignored in "Stech" and in 
"1/JV" since they are non-leading. 

Source (iii) is clearly the most intriguing one. In addition to the 
usual Penguin operators there are the so-called "sideways" or "hor
izontal" Penguins. I will ignoro those for now since in a \jN expan
sion they are even more suppressed (— IfNy/N) than the ordinary 
Penguins (~ If-y/f?). 
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Penguin transitions are certainly not a major force in charm de
cays: they are always Cabibbo suppressed, and, as usual, the Pen
guin operator commands only a small coefficient in £ ( f (AC = 1). 
In addition there is the technical problem that Penguin operators 
bre, strictly speaking, not local anymore Binte tin; mass of the vir
tual strange quark is considerably lighter than that of the external 
charm quark. In summary; no reliable prediction on the strength 
of Pengain transitions can be made; it is only clear that they are 
small. Yet it is important to keep two things in mind1"1 ; 

(a) Penguin and Spectator transitions contribute coherently to 

(6) The two processes contribute with the same sign to D -* KK, 
but wilh the opposite sign to D —*• »ii because of ]V(cd)| =: 
-rin0 e ! 

Including Penguin transitions thus further enhances R and, because 
of the coherence, their impact is magnified. For example a mere 20% 
Penguin amplitude raises R from its values in (97) to 

R{0,2 Penguin) ~ 3,2 - (98) 

If that were the resolution to the puzzle posed by (94,95) we would 
have learned a very important lesson with far-reaching consequences: 

• it would be the first positive evidence for Penguins; 

• it would have repercussions for estimates on <?I*K\ 

• it would strengthen the belief in the relevance of Penguin oper
ators in B decays, with important consequences for rare decay 
modes and CP asymmetries in them. 
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Yet before one jumps to such conclusions one has to address more 
mundane explanations For R — 3 - 4, 

ad(i): 
There are two modes that are not affected by FS1 and/or WA: 
D+ -* K * + , «r°ff+. Both final states are exotic In the isospin 
context, i.e. /(7?°sr +) = 3/2, /(jr°7r+) - 2. Thus WA does not 
contribute at al! and FSI are not expected to play a significant role. 
Therefore 

T(D+-+Tt°r+) 2 

where S B ^ 1 represents SE7(3)FX breaking. 

ad (U) 
The decays 

D° - . T^K0, » V (100) 

can be produced from the Spectator process via rescattering. WA 
can generate them, too •> in particular also, contrary to claims in the 
literature, IP -* K^K0 unless SU[3)WL symmetry is obeyed in the 
hadrontzation process. Different authors13*1 using a different ansati 
obtain widely different predictions for D° - • 70°K6, *°»r0. Data are 
therefore required to settle this rather relevant issue, 

D . Semi-Ieptonk Decays 
In the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel description one finds'10' 

T{D -» IvK) ~ (7.6 - 8.3) x 1 0 1 0 s e c _ l (101) 

T{D - • luK') ~ (7.7 - 9.S) x 10 1 0 s e c - 1 (102) 



Adding them up results in ft value that basically saturates the ob
served semi-Ieptonic width 

T(D -* tuX) ~ (18.6 ± 2.1) lO^eec - 1 . (103) 

There is unfortunately one piece of data from MARK III1*1 that 
casts a shadow over this picture: while their measurement of 

* * t p - » K * e ^ = 0 44 + ° - 0 8 f 104) 
i?/!(0 - «*«/) + BR{D - . JT«*) -0.09 l ' 

is quite consistent with (101,102), 

^~£- %~\ = 0.55 ± 0.13 (105) 
BR(D -> Knev) v ' 

is not. A confirmation of (105], with smaller error bare, would raise 
some unpleasant theoretical concerns: 

(i) From (104,105) one infers using central values only: 

i.e. quite different from (101,102). In the Grinstein tt al. ansatz'" 1 

it is even harder to accommodate. This docs not mean that no model 
could be constructed that reproduces (106). But it implies that some 
of the overlap wavefuncttons used by Stech tt ai. are inaccurate, in 
particular for the D —» V matrix element. This would suggest that 
their predictions for D -» W modes are not quite reliable. 

(ii) Finding a — 20% non-resonant contribution in semi-Ieptonic 
D decays is not reaUy surprising. However, it suggests that the cor
responding non-resonant contribution to semi-Ieptonic bottom de
cays will be even more important—which might or might not be a 
welcome result. 
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BR[D^ > it/it) 
BR(D~* luK) 

BR(D~* tup) 

While {V'fcrf)! is rather tightly constrained theoretically in a 
three family ansatz by sinfl 0 the experimental hounds on it as ob
tained from deep inelastic scattering are not overly impressive, Semi-
leptonic D decays offer an independent handle on it when one has 
learned to deal with hadronization''1 : 

- (0.08 - 0.09) ^-~-- (107) 

tw-'M-r^-ssF-- {m 

Additional dynamical information is gained from analyzing the 
shape of the energy spectrum of the charged Icptons. This leads 
to the following challenge: is it possible to recover |V(c<f)( from 
the endpoint spectrum in D —• 1+uX or does one have to rely on 
exclusive modes like D —» Ivx, p. The answer to this challenge is of 
couist of higH relevance m B decays. 

E. Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed D Decays {-DCSD) 
Charm decays unlike K decays allow to observe a phenomenon 

that is quite typical for heavy flavor slates—decays that are sup
pressed by more than one small KM angle: 

T{D^ K+n's)<x |K[cif)V'(B*)|* *tg% . (109) 

As discussed in some detail in Section 0, the question of the real 
strength of DCSD is a crucial topic in searches for D° - ~D mixing. 
Here I want to raise another issue: looking for DCSD can be viewed 
as a search for New Physics. For Standard Physics, U, W exchange 
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is highly suppressed in amplitude: 

A[e • dsv) « tgi6t 

If there were New Physics mediated by charged Higgs fields for ex
ample one would guesstimate 

A(c * sdu) at mtma A[c » dSu) cc msmt . 
H H 

Thus the "signal", i.e. New Physics, to "noise", i,e. Old PhyBics, 
ratio might quite possibly be greatly enhanced in DCSDi say by a 
factor [mt/md)2/tg*$e - 4 x 10*! 

F. Applications in B Decays 
(i) The value of T(tf±)/T(fl°} or 6SL(B ± ) /6 S L{B°) is both of 

intrinsic interest and serves as a crucial input parameter for many 
studies like E° — B mixing, etc. From our present understanding 
of r(J9+)/f{.D0) I infer, quite conservatively I believe: 

jnpl * 1*3 scaling from r{D) (UOtt) 

to be compared with the present CLEO findings"*1 

T(B+) 
T(B°) £ 2.0 (1105) 

An improvement in the experimental bound is still highly desir
able. 

(ii) Considerable emphasis is sometimes (mis*) placed on com
paring the experimental numbers for &SL(£)I averaged over B*,B*, 
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which are around 11-12%, with quite naive theoretical guesstimates 
around 14%. Applying the lessons gained in D decays to B decays 
one finds that hadronization effects, questions on the proper value 
of (, etc. can quite naturally change b$\,(B) from 1<% down to 12% 
or BO. 

(Hi) Two-body modes do not dominate B decays as they did D 
decays. Nevertheless they are not insignificant and actually quite 
crucial when searching for rare decays and CP asymmetries130' . 

(iv) On general theoretical grounds one expects'1'1 

fF > ID = \ ]& • (HI) 

Any bound on or number for / F , / D thus reflects on JQ which is a 
crucial parameter in describing 23° - B mixing. It is amusing to 
note that the present MARK HI upper limit 

fD < 340 MtV 

leads to 

in 5 220 MeV 

when invoking (111) which agrees with theoretical upper bounds 
obtained directly for JB-

(v) Not too much is known on |V(u6)j for certain beyond the 
statement that it is considerably smaller than \V(cb)\. As discussed 
In part D. detaited studies of semi-loptonic D decays will provide 
us with valuable insights into the relative merits of inclusive—B ~* 
IKY—versus exclusive—B -* tx'*%p—studies. 
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(vi) If Penguin transitions were identiBed in Z)° -» KK, ** de
cays one would be on fiimct ground to pjedict BR{B —* Kn, Kp) 
and CI7 asymmetries in these modes. 
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6. Heresies: Exotic Decays, D° - D 
Mixing and CP Violation 

A. Exotic D Decays 
MARK III has searched for the decay Jfi -* j« which is forbid

den in the Standard Model and established an upper limit'3' : 

BR(iy -»/*e) < 1.5 x ID"4 [90% C.L.) . (112) 

Searches of this type might appear as a complete waste of time when 
one remembers that much smaller branching ratios (and even tinier 
decay widths) can be reached in K decays. Such a statement is 
overly pessimistic in general: firstly it ignores the possibility that 
exotic flavor changing currents could be produced by th« exchanges 
of Higgs fields which couple much more strongly to a heavy flavor 
like charm than to strangeness; furthermore it is conceivable though 
not guaranteed that exotic flavor changing neutral currents possess 
much larger mixing angles to up-type quarks like etj than to down-
type quarks like sd.lti] 

After this genera! pronouncement it has to be added however 
that D° ~* en docs not provide the most promising field to search 
for New Physics. This becomes obvious by comparing Z7° —• e/i to 

BR[lP - *M) < 1-5 x 10 - * (113) 

r(£>° -* eft) £ 3.4 x 108 sec"1 (1H) 
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BR{D+ - /*+i>) < 8.4 X 10"4 (115) 

r ( U + -• *i+i>) S 8.4 , <08«ec~-1 . (116) 

i? + —• p + f is a Standard Model process due to real WA; it is tiny 
due to the combined effect of helitity suppression (rnM/m£>)a and 
w&vefunction overlap suppression (/zi/mc) 2, For fa = 200 MeV 
one actually predicts BR{D+ -» v*u) cs 2.9 x 10"*. 

Unfortunately quite analogous suppression factors enter in If —* 
efii the new interaction has to be local, therefore UD/™D) again en
ters in the amplitude-, T it were due to a spin-one exchange, the same 
helicity factor (m^/m^) emerges; since a Bpin-zero coupling would 
violate chira] invariance one invoices general arguments to conclude 
that the coupling had then to be proportional to the fermion mats, 
i.e. Kip] 

Much more promising decay modes are therefore those that do 
not suffer from this double suppression, namely 

D -* iri/D, pvVt itiit etc. (117) 

One might add that quite a few grand unified models that have 
gained popularity in the last years contain lepto-quarka, i.e. bosons 
th&t connect leptons and quarks; they can quite naturally generate 
the transitions in (117). 

A. £>°-5° Mixing 
(a) Phenomenology: 
Mixing means that the flavor eigenstate D* is not a mass eigen-
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state; thus its time evolution 16 not described by a single exponential: 

(118) 
with Ar = P 2 ~Ti, Am » m* - m|. T,- and m< denote the width and 
the mass for the two mass eigenstates £,-. The rate for semi-leptonic 
D° decays leading to a "wrong-sign" lepton is then easily found to 
be 

T(EP{t) -* rx) <x |{£-X|D°(0)j ! 
3 

^""(l-cosAmt) (119) 

where in the last step we have assumed for simplicity Ar = 0—a 
point we will return to later, 

It is this deviation from an exponential time dependence that 
represents the defining property for mixing. 

A fixed target experiment like E691 can measure such a time 
evolution; in addition, as an extra bonus, D' decays allow to flavor-
tag the produced neutral D meson: 

D + i -* D\+ D- - E V . (120) 

The most general expression describing D° —» K+w~ for small mix
ing reads l*a| 

rtf>°(t) - K + » - ) « e- r , {(n)V + v2) + «»"«. \?A* 
(121) 



with the definitions 

The four terms in (122) are easily interpreted: the first one con

taining i1 (in addition to the time exponential) is the pure mixing 

term. The second one with no additional time dependence represents 

DCSD. The third one linear in t is due to the interference between 

the amplitude for DCSD and AT mixing. The fourth one finally 

which is also linear in t describes interference between DCSD and 

Am miring; it represents a CP asymmetry which is evident from the 

appearance of Im - pj. This fact can be understood immediately 

by recalling that xVt = Aint is just the first term in the expansion 

of sin Am/—a function that changes sign under t ~+ - i . 

E691 has presented a preliminary analysis using only tht first 

two terms in (122). They findw 

\p/\2 =* -\r- (0.025 ± 0.014) = 9 ± 6 (124) 

A few comments are in order here: 

(i) If CP invariance holds the fourth term in (122) has to vanish; 

however, the third term is still there in general. If it contributes with 

a positive sign, it will tower the upper bound in (123); if it interferes 

destructively it will raise it. I find the first possibility more likely 

though not guaranteed: if CP is not violated R e | fi/ = — \pj\ holds 

due to t = 0, V[cd) - - s in0 c . Furthermore A r = T(D-) - T{D+) 

follows where D+|,D_j denotes the even jodd] CF eigenstate. Just 
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counting the number of P P , PV channels available for D+ versus D_ 

decays—the argument is not more sophisticated than that—suggests 

r(X>+) > r(I>_) and therefore yKe £ p} > 0. 

(ii) The value for the strength of DCSD in D -* KTT, Eq. (124) 

appears much too high since a computation based on factorization 

yield* 1" 1 

I p j f t j ins) 

for / = K-K. 

Important cross checks can be obtained by studying D+[t) —• 

KJr*~'xJr—where there can be no mixing—and JD*°(i) -* Ji+p"i the 

strength of mixing—x and y—characterizes the decaying D meson 

and therefore should be equally present or absc . t in all appropriate 

decay modes. For DCSD the situation is quite different: for example 

one est imates 1 " 1 

I? / ! 2 - 0.5 (126) 

for / =: Kp to be contrasted with (125)! 

When one lacks sufficient time resolution—as it happens in 

« + e~ —» i/>" -* DD or e + e~ -+ Y(4s) - • BB—one can study only 

time-i.itegrated quantities. Decays of D° mesons into wrong sign 

leptons are then searched for as a sign for mixing: 

TD~ BR[tfi -*t+X) ~ 
(127) 

for x a , y* <C 1 as is appropriate for D° - D mixing. 

Two complications arise here that should be kept in mind: 
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(a) Strictly speaking, rp ?* 0 by itself does not establish mixing, 
it does so only within the framework on the Standard Modell Re
member the old debate on the A5 = At? rule in K physics. When 
we discuss D° decays into "wrong-sign" kaons we will recognize this 
remark as not purely academic. 

(0) In e+e~ annihilation or hadronic collisions there are always 
charm-an tit harm pairs produced. 

To deal with complication (/?) one employs correlations between 
the D~Dt etc., decays; as we will see this takes care also of compli
cation (Q), at least in principle. The simplest correlation is that 
between the charge of leptons originating in semi-leptonic charm 
decays: 

jy/£±£±;n (fJ> P wave 
V = lf(t+t-X) = {f3r s&P wave < 1 2 8 ) 

where TV (MX) denotes the number of direct leptonB of a given ch&rge 
in D°~D -» UX with the LPu pair in a relative p wave—like in 
ib" —• D~&—or in a configuration where s and p waves contribute 
equally—like a GeV or more above threshold. 

It is intuitively clear why the ratio is suppressed in a p wave: 
Bose statistics tells us that one cannot have a ZJ0(tt)D°((3) state in 
a p wave for (j = t;. 

The whole complexity of this program comes into play in a the
oretical analysis of the MARK III study on1*1 

e + e - _, ^ " _» p025° - KtK* + JT'B . (129) 

Most importantly one has to note that even within tin* Standard 
Model there is no strict AC = AS rule; DCSD produce AC = - A S 
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transitions. Comparing the rates for DQD being in a p waveor in an 
a wave configuration will allow us to disentangle the two effects'"*"' 

N{K±x*tK*x*) __ f i ( * ' + »') (P). 

(130) 
It is important to note that without mixing the reaction 

is forbidden by Bose EtatUtics! The same can be shown to hold for 
</," - r ° S ° -+ ( / T V ^ / T V 1 ) , ( tf ' ± ir*)(JT±ir '-}, but not for 
{K'p){K'p) or (ifwjrJnen-rMlKTrTrinM-r,*. The large width of the 
p meson does not invalidate these results in principle, but of course 
dilutes their power considerably in practice. 

Equation (130) also does not apply when LfiD decay into two 
different final states like DD -* [Kir)[Kp). There one finds when 
mixing is ignored, i.e. x = y = 91**1 : 

N[K±**, K*p±) = W* ~ PK>\ i g *° • ( 1 3 1 ) 

It does not vanish unless all DCSD had the same universal sup
pression factor ptg76c- This is however very unlikely to hold. A 
computation involving factorizable contributions actually yields: 

?Kw « -1.4 fa, at -0.7 . (132) 

This if aiiother example or how dangerous it ts to argue purely on 
the quark level and ignore modifications imposed by hadroniz&tion. 
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A last remark on future findings: comparing E691 and MARK 
III data and improving them might lead to the conclusion that there 
is no sign for D° - D mixing, say rr> < 0.5%, At the same time we 
m'sM find, say 

PKr *" 3 PKp ~ 2 

i.e. considerably larger values than expected theoretically. As dis
cussed in Section 5-E this might still signal the presence of New 
Physics. 

(t>) Standard Modtl Estimates: 
On very general grounds one expects DQ - D mixing to be small: 

• D° -+ D transitions are suppressed by 6in 20 e; that is true 
also for K° —» K and B° -*• B - however regular D decays, 
in contrast to K and B decays, are not suppressed by a small 
KM angle. 

• Due to the GIM mechanism D® —* D transitions can proceed 
only due to 5f / (3) F L breaking. K° ~> ~K° \B° -» £f°[ is driven 
by the much larger SU(4)TI \[SU(6)FI] breaking. 

The remaining question is only "how small is Email"? Like in the 
case of #° - W mixing there are two types of contributions to 
Amrj, one generated by the simple quark-box diagram and one due 
to long-distance physics: 

AT*D - Amc.box + Amo.L.D. • (133) 

It has been recognized for a long time that Amj^box is very tiny, 
a major reason ''eing that S U ( 3 ) F L breaking enters via the ratio 
(m»-m*)/A/fl,«l. 
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The situation is much less clear-cut for Amfl^p. . One finds 
that there are at least 12 diagrams contributing with different signs, 
that soft gluons enter, etc. It is clearly hopeless to attempt a purely 
theoretical calculation. 

Instead of giving up one can employ more pLenomenological pre
scriptions to arrive at an estimate at least"*'*11 . Let us consider 

D° -* "PP — D° 

i.e. transitions mediated by a pair of two in general virtual pseu-
doscalar mesons P = K, jr. This amplitude contains four parts rep
resenting the different intermediate states: 

A0> _ S°) = sin' $c {\K+K~\ + I^TT-J - \*+K-\ - |K + TT)} 

(134) 
the K+K~ [f +T~] pair couples to both D° and D with strength 
Bin0e|— sin0c]; K+ir~[n'¥K~\ on the other hand couples to EP with 
- sin* 9(\cos2 Sc] and to 5 ° with c o s ^ j - s i n 2 9C). 

In the limit of S(7(3) F L symmetry the amplitude in (134) van

ishes, yet remember 

•Bfl(£>° -» K+K~) 

as evidence for large symmetry breaking in exactly these modes! 

To obtain a rough guesstimate one proceeds as follows: start

ing from the experimental numbers BR(D° -* K+K~] ~ 0.6%, 

BR[D° -* rr+7r~) ~ 0.2% to which one adds 50% to include the 
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and *°ff° modes one arrive? at 

BR[D+ -+KK + mr-) * 2£JR(-D° - • i f * + irif) - 0.025 

(with |JD+) = CJ >)D +» where «/e have used the coherent nature of 
mixing. Thus very roughly 

Amp ~ 0.03!/> Arp~0.0&rp ru^0( l0~* ) . (135) 

Needless to say the real value of rp due to long distance dynamics 
could be considerably smaller. The point of this exercise was to show 
that values like those given in (13$) are not clearly ruled out in the 
Standard Model. 

There is a well-known strategy for improving the quality of our 
estimate: 

• derive a dispersion relation; 

• evaluate it using measured wt, Kit, X* phase shifts. 

However the actual execution of thit program is rather non-trivial 
and is therefore unlikely to be undertaken unless Jfi — u mixing Is 
found on the TQ ~ 10" * level. 

To sum up: the Standard Model might allow for 

Z0 — 0.03, ye ~ 0.03, rD ** 10~* 

but not for rj> ~ JO - 3. 

C. New Physics Scenarios 
It is very hard to see how new quarks, etc., that are then included 

in the box contribution can push ro appreciably beyond the 10~8 
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level. The situation changes if there axe genuine flavor changing 
neutral currents on the tree level as one can encounter them in non-
minimal Higgs models. It is quite possible to construct models where 
these exotic currents are mediated by the exchange of Higgs scalars 
with a mass of around a few TeV in such a way that they are not 
clearly identifiable in ATTJ ,̂ but produce 

xD ~ 0(0.1), yD £ 0.03 . (136) 

Such models contain quite naturally CP violation in their Higgs 
sector that appears superweak in K decays, but is much stronger 
in heavy flavor decays. 

D. CP Violation in Charm Decays 
Observing CP violation :r. charm decays would be fascinating 

per se and would at the same time establish the presence of New 
Physics, The good news is that there are theoretical scenarios wfc-rc 
D° decays could exhibit CP asymmetries of up to 10%, i.e. much 
larger than in K° decays. The bad news is that even under such 
favorable circumstances the experimental searches will be extremely 
challenging. 

(a) D* decays: 

the most promising decay modes, as we will seet are 

£P-*KSK+K-,K+K- (137) 

each commanding & branching ratio of roughly Q.S%. They ate spe
cial in~ih!5 context since these final states represent CP eigenstates. 
The time evolution of their transition rates takes a very interesting 



form 

r(i>0(t) -* / ) K e" r i A - sin Am* Im ? < ^ (138) 

r(5°(r) - / ) K « " n U + sin Ami Im - p, J (13ft) 

with 

We have assumed AF = 0 foi simplicity. It is easy to show that 
either relation (138) or (139) establishes CP violation. Considering 
just (138) for small mixing, i.e. Am <C T one gets 

r(z>°(0 - /) * «r n (1 - (ro xim£ p/) . (wo) 

&* -7? mixing somewhat below the 1% level, say rp as 5 x 10~ 3 

implies z E: 0.1. Such a mixing strength requires the presence of 
New Physics as discussed above which quite naturally leads to CP 
violation as well; thus Im % pj ~ 0,5 could hold and 

Y[DQ[t) -+ / )=* «-"(l - 0.05(rt)) (141) 

is not a ludicrous scenario. For t ~ 2rp» this represents a 10% CP 
asymmetry. Furthermore, the time dependence is rather peculiar 
and not easily faked by backgrounds. Being able to resolve the 
time evolution is therefore highly desirable, though not essential in 
general. 

An E691 and ARGUS type experiment is well suited for such an 
analysis'. 
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(a) It has sufficient time resolution. 

(0) It can employ the D* tricl to distinguish between X>° and 
decays. The final states obviously do not allow this distinction 

and summing over Lfi and D decays, Bee Eqs. (138) and (139), 
washes the effect out. 

The situation is less favorable in this respect when one measures 
D decays just above production threshold. 

(a) Since one cannot resolve the time evolution one has to rely 
on correlations like 

P ° S ° -» \ t+lK< + X") + / vs. P ° I 5 0 - r U - / / f - + X + ) + / 

(1«) 

(0) Unfortunately these correlations cannot show a CP asym
metry in ip " - . D°S°, i.e. wher £>°5° arc produced in a p wave 
. A CP asymmetry can become observable if D D form an s wave 
state as in, e.g. 

«+«- - D E ' + h.c. - X>°0°7 . (143) 

(b) ij>" - . £prf: 

If both neutral D mesons were seen to decay into a CP eigenstate 
of the same CP parity, e.g. 

^ " - D°S° - {K+K-)D(K*K~)D (144) 

then CP violation would have been established. For the initial state 
is CP even whereas the final state (p wave!) is CP odd. Note that 
we are talking about a rate here and not a difference between two 
CP conjugate rates. 
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There is of course, as always, a drawback to this method as 
apparent from a different representation of the reaction chain in 
(144): 

V»" -» D+D. 1 D+D+ ~* {K+K~)D{K+K~)D . 
Mix. 

The rate (in almost all cases) requires D° — D mixing to have oc
curred and therefore very roughly 

relative rate ~ x2BRiD -> A) BR(D -* /a) (145) 

where / i , fa are CP eigenstates of the same CP parity. If one can 
employ only one such decay mode with a branching ratio of \% one 
estimates a relative rate of at best 10""E for rp ^ 0.5%. Yet if one 
could sum over many appropriate channels like P ° —» Ksu, K^V* 
etc., one might obtain—very optimistically—up to 1096 For each of 
the two branching ratios in (145) leading to a relative rate of ~ 10~ 4! 

(c) D+

t F+

t A+ decays: 

For CP asymmetries to become observable one needs the inter
vention of non-trivial FSI to generate different phage shifts for differ
ent isospin amplitudes. That (remember the discussion in Section 
3, etc.) does not pose any problem. Secondly, one needs sizeable 
violations of weak universality; I consider that rather unlikely, but 
not impossible to happen. Therefore one should make an effort to 
compare as many CP conjugate rates as possible. For more detsdlled 
discussions, see the papers by L.-L. Chau and co-workers. 
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7. Summary and Outlook 

Weak decays of kaons have been studied experimentally as well 
as theoretically for more than 30 years now. A pessimist might point 
out that despite all the efforts spent we still have not come up with 
an explanation for a basic and striking phenomenon, the A. J = i rule 
which produced huge decay rate differences: T(ff + )/r(/f # ) — 135! 

Charm decays have been studied for a considerably shorter time 
span; namely, 10 to at most 15 years. It would be unjustified to claim 
that we understand charm decays fully; nevertheless I clearly believe 
that, we have developed a decent overall understanding of charm 
decays which is actually considerably better than that in strange 
decays (including hyperon decays). The reason for that does not lie 
in a sudden jump in the intellectual power of theorists working in 
this field—after all, the A / = j rule has not been explained yet 
—but in the concurrence of thrca factors: 

(t) Nature was apparently kind enough to provide us with a rela
tively etuip'e dynamical system. See for example the two-body 
dominance in D decays. 

(it) Experimentalists worked hard enough to provide us with good, 
comprehensive data. 

(til) There was and still is a lively feed-back between theorists and 

experimentalists. 

Nevertheless there cannot be any space for complacency. The basis 
for the statement that we have obtained a very decent understanding 
of charm decays U still unstable: a two sigma change in the data here 
and a two sigma change there and soon we would be in real trouble. 
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As far as experimental capabilities are concerned, charm physics 
is a mature field. As far as its theory is concerned, we are still in 
late adolescence. It is therefore both possible and very important 

(a) to secure and widen the basis on which we place our claim 
of success 

* by obtaining more precise data on D decays like D —«• VV 
modes or D° —• H w, n, f?' 

• by obtaining more data on F and charm baryon decays (semi-
leptonic and non-leptonic branching ratios). 

(b) to probe deeper by more detailed data on 

• Cabibbo suppressed modes like D° -» S^/f0, *o*°, D* -» 
is°n+, D -» tvir, p 

* doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay like D+ —• K**~Tr+. 

The important lesson to remember from the MARK III experience 
is that just a few even well measured branching ratios are not suf
ficient to subject theoretical treatments to sensitive tests, that a 
comprehensive analysis involving many different channels is crucial. 

Finally we should not let orthodoxy blind us for the potential 
for still making major new discoveries in chaim decays like D° — D 
mixing, exotic rare decays or even, most ambitiously, CP violation. 
There are two historical lessons from K decays of importance here. 
Firstly 

(t) Tarity violation first exhibited itself in K decays; 

(it) Jf° - K mixing was discovered leading to postulating charm; 

(in) CP violation which showed, among many other things, the 
need for top and bottom quarks. 
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All of this represeuted New Physics at that time. 

Secondly, the time scale over which ret' intellectual progress de
velops in this kind of physics is not one or two years—it is one or 
two decades! 

The future of charm physics is therefore still full of promise - yet 
it can he realized only after very hard and patient work. 
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Figure Captions 

Flg.la: Spectator diagram for D°,D+ decays. 

Fig.lb: WA diagram for D° decays. 

Fig.2a: Spectator diagram for 0 ° -» K~n+. 

Fig.2b: Spectator diagram for 23° -» if 0* 0 . 

Fig.3a: WA for D° - R<V. 

Fig.3bi Strong annihilation for D° -» K0' -» K°tf 

Fig.4a,b,c: l /N counting rules. 

Fig. Sa,b: Leading l/N diagrams for D° -* K*\ the broken 
tine represents a weak current, cither a charged current or a QCD 
induced neutral current. 

Fig.6: Next-to-leading diagrams. 

Fig.7: A hairpin diagram. 

Fig.6a,b,c: The three skeleton diagrams for D —* AB decays. 
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